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Resonant instability of supersonic ' shell:r layers
By C. K. W. Taml AND S. K. Lele 2

A computer simulation of possible resonant instability of a supersonic shear layer
is carried out . The resonance of two acoustic duct modes of the flow induced by
periodic Mach waves generated by a wavy wall is sought. Results of the simulations
are reported. Simulations are unable to document a resonant instability and the
mixing characteristics remain unchanged. Possible weakness of the present simulations are discussed. A second set of simulations involving a mixing layer separating
a supersonic and a subsonic stream were performed. A wavy wall placed adjacent
to the supersonic stream to produce a set of periodic Mach waves terminating at
the shear layer is modelled. The entire flow field is similar to that of an imperfectly
expanded supersonic jet discharging into a subsonic coflowing stream for which enhanced mixing due to the onset of screech (feedback instability) is known to occur.
The purpose of these simulations is to see if enhanced mixing and feedback instability would, indeed, take place. Some evidence of feedback oscillations is found in
the simulated flow.
1. Introduction

Recent measurements by Ikawa & Kubota (1975), Bogdanoff (1983), Papamoschou
& Roshko (1986, 1988), Chinzei et al. (1986), and Samimy & Elliot (1990) indicate
that the mixing rate of shear layers decreases drastically as the convective Mach
number becomes supersonic. This is a great detriment for certain types of applications such as supersonic combustion where faster mixing is not only desirable but
also a necessity. In the past, various trailing edge mixing devices have been tried
(see e.g., Papamoschou, 1989). However, so far no success has been reported.
Papamoschou & Roshko were the first to demonstrate that a strong correlation
exists between the mixing rate of shear layers and the maximum growth rate of
the instability waves of these flows over a wide range of subsonic and supersonic
convective Mach number. The good correlation was reconfirmed by the more recent
calculations of Ragab & Wu (1989), Zhuang et al. (1988, 1990), Jackson & Grosch
(1989), and Sandham & Reynolds (1989) using improved theoretical models. In
the newer works, spatial instability growth rate was used instead of t he temporal
growth rate, and the wall effects were included. It is known that the inst ability
growth rate of shear layers decreases with an increase in convective Mach number,
which is a measure of the effect of compressibility. A simple interpretation of the
strong correlation between shear layer spreading rate and instability growth rate
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is that instability is the primary mechanism of mixing in this class of flows. The
reduction in instability growth rate with an increase in convective Mach number,
therefore, necessarily results in a lower mixing or spreading rate.
In a recent paper, Tam & Hu (1989a) suggested the use of resonant instability
to destabilize the flow of ducted supersonic shear layers. When a shear layer is
confined inside a rectangular duct, its motion is invariably coupled to the acoustic
modes of the ducted flow (see Tam & Hu, 1989b). The resonant instability idea
is to introduce a periodic Mach wave system in the supersonic flow by means of a
wavy channel wall. The wave length of the wavy wall is carefully chosen so that it
allows two of the acoustic wave modes of the ducted flow to interact forcing each
other to grow. This resonance condition requires the wave number of the Mach
waves to be equal to the difference of the wave numbers of the two acoustic modes.
Using a multiple-scales perturbation analysis, Tam & Hu showed that significant
growth compared with those of the natural instability waves of the shear layer can
be realized over a wide range of flow conditions and frequencies.
The purpose of this work is to perform a numerical simulation of resonant instability of supersonic shear layers. The primary objective is to see if resonant instability
does occur in a simulated experimental environment other than the idealized condition of perturbation analysis. Such simulated experiments would also provide
quantitative information as to whether such resonant instability has an impact on
the shear layer spreading rate.
Another objective of this work is to test the feasibility of using feedback instability
as a mechanism for mixing enhancement when the flow on one side is supersonic
and the other side is subsonic. The idea is based on the well known jet screech
phenomenon of imperfectly expanded supersonic jets. Jet screech is driven by a
feedback loop. The energy of the feedback loop is derived from the downstream
propagating instability waves in the shear layer of the jet. The instability waves are
initiated at the nozzle lip by acoustic excitation. As the instability waves propagate
downstream, their amplitudes grow. At a distance of about four to five shock
cells from the nozzle exit, they interact strongly with the quasi-periodic shock cell
structure in the jet plume. The interaction generates strong acoustic waves, part of
which propagate upstream outside the jet where the flow is either subsonic or at rest.
Upon reaching the nozzle lip, these acoustic waves excite the shear layer leading to
the further generation of instability waves. This completes the feedback loop. For
a mixing layer housed inside a rectangular channel separating a supersonic and a
subsonic stream, the flow condition is similar to that near the exit of supersonic
jet discharging into a coflowing subsonic stream. The equivalent of a quasi-periodic
shock structure may be generated by a wavy wall on the supersonic side of the
shear layer. In such a flow configuration, it is even possible to control the feedback
frequency by selecting an appropriate wave length for the wavy wall. This latitude
allows one to tune the feedback frequency to coincide with that of the most unstable
wave of the shear layer, thus obtaining maximum mixing enhancement.
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FIGURE 1. Schematic diagram of flow configuration for direct numerical simulation
of resonant instability.

2. Simulation of Resonant Instability
Computer simulations of resonant instability of a supersonic shear layer were
carried out. The computational procedure and boundary conditions are documented
earlier by Lele (1988, 1989). The inviscid walls, inflow perturbations, and the Mach
waves due to the wavy walls were introduced following the details described by
Poinsot & Lele (1989). The inflow perturbations used the linear stability eigen
functions calculated by Tam & Hu, and the Mach wave solutions were used for
modeling the wavy wall. The flow configuration is shown in Figure 1. The numerical
values of the parameters chosen are:

MI (Mach number of fast stream)

= 2.0

M 2 (Mach number of slow stream) = 1.2

= T2
f./~ = 0.015
TI

where f. and ~ are the amplitude and wavelength of the wavy wall.
Two acoustic duct modes are introduced at the inflow boundary of the channel
with a peak amplitude of 1% relative to the fast stream velocity. These modes have a
nondimensional frequency of wH lUI = 6.0. This first duct mode has a wave number
of klH = 12.39. According to linear theory, this wave mode has a subsonic phase
velocity relative to the slow stream so that the eigenfunction is confined mainly to
the fast stream. The second duct mode has a wave number k2H = -4.68. The
eigenfunction of this wave mode spreads over the entire channel. The mixing layer
is assumed to have an initial velocity profile in the form of the hyperbolic-tangent
function with a vorticity thickness equal to 10% of the channel height. To attain
resonance, the wave number of the wavy wall, kM, is taken to be equal to (k l - k2 ).
The computation domain consists of a 2 x 16 rectangle divided into a 150 x 500 cells
(the half channel height is the length scale for non-dimensionalization) . As the
simulation progresses, the pressure and other flow variables are monitored at eleven
equally spaced stations in the flow direction (the first and last stations are at the
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inflow and outflow boundary respectively) at levels j = 20, 110, and 130. Level
j = 1 corresponds to the mean position of the bottom wall whereas the top wall is
at j = 15l.
Figure 2 shows the pressure variations as functions of time (time unit = 1.007 H/Ul)
at the 11 x-stations at level j = 110. The bottom one corresponds to that at the
inflow boundary (x 0, i
1), and the top one corresponds to that at the outflow
boundary (x = 16, i = 501). These stations are close to the shear layer. As a
result, the pressure fluctuations in the downstream stations are dominated by the
shear layer instability wave. In Figure 2 the distinct wave front (indicated by a
straight line) is the wave front of the instability wave. The propagation velocity, V,
of the wave front as calculated from this figure is V = 0.76 Ul. The propagation
velocity can also be calculated from the group velocity, ~~, of the linear instability
wave theory. It is found to be equal to 0.787 Ul. Thus there is good agreement
between linear instability wave theory and direct numerical simulation.
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FIGURE 2. Pressure time histories at the eleven monitoring stations at the j = 110
level. Wave front of the instability wave is indicated by a straight line. Time histories at the intermediate stations show large-scale shock cell and duct oscillations.
Figure 3 shows the pressure variations at the eleven x-monitoring stations at level
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j = 130. These stations are close to the top wall quite far from the shear layer. As
a result, there is minimal influence from the shear layer instability wave. From the
eigenfunctions of the two duct modes, it is found that the contribution from duct
mode 2 is also very small. In this figure, two wave fronts can be readily identified.
The first wave front is that of the instability wave having the same velocity as
that in Figure 2. The second wave front is that of the first duct mode. The wave
front velocity as measured from this figure is equal to 0.48 Ul' This is in good
agreement with the group velocity :~ = 0.51 Ul calculated by the linear theory.
The amplitude of the duct mode oscillations appears to persist all the way to the
end of the computation domain. No significant amplification is detected, although
some slight increase is observed at several intermediate monitoring stations. The
nonlinear steepening of the waves is also evident from this and the preceding figure.
Figures 2 and 3 also show large scale and low frequency oscillation of the flow field.
The precise origin of these oscillations is not clear.
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FIGURE 3. Pressure time histories at the eleven monitoring stations at the j = 130
level. Wave fronts of the instability wave and the first duct mode are indicated by
straight lines.
Figure 4 shows the pressure fluctuations at the j = 20 level monitoring stations.
These stations are very close to the bottom wall. At this leve,l the influence of the
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FIGURE 4. Pressure time histories at the eleven monitoring stations at the j = 20
level. There appears to be a leakage of the second duct mode from the computation
domain.
first duct mode and the instability wave is very small. The output is essentially
the pressure oscillations associated with the second duct mode. It is clear from this
figure that the amplitude of the second duct mode decreases in the downstream
direction. The exact cause of this is not known. But since there is no damping
mechanism, it is possible a loss may exist at the bottom wall. In any case, at
a distance of two and a half channel height downstream, the second duct mode
appears to vanish from the computation domain . It appears to re-emerge towards
the end of the channel.

2.1 Interpretation and Conclusion
The simulations performed so far were unable to resolve the question of whether
resonant instability can enhance mixing. While the simulations did not show any
enhanced tendency for the mixing layer to roll up or pair, the resonance being sought
was not directly observed. The possible loss of the second duct mode amplitude
may be partly responsible for this. Furthermore, the values of the flow parameters
chosen were not optimal for the resonant instability to be the dominant instability
of the flow. They were chosen to facilitate the numerical calculations. Future work
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FIGURE 5. Schematic diagram of the flow field for direct numerical simulation of
feedback instability.
is needed to resolve these problems.
3. Simulation of Feedback Instability
Simulations of possible feedback instability have been carried out with a flow
configuration as shown in Figure 5. In the first simulation, no trailing edge is
used. In the second simulation, an inviscid trailing edge is inserted at the inflow
boundary extending to 24 mesh cells in the interior. The numerical values of the
flow parameters are:

Mt(subsonic stream) = 0.5
M 2 (supersonic stream) = 1.5

>./H

= 1/3

T t = T2

S/H = 1/20

where S is the vorticity thickness of the shear layer and H is the channel width. The
computational domain consists of a rectangle of 2 X 7 and a mesh with 150 x 300
cells and the shear layer is symmetrically placed. Again, the time evolution of the
flow and acoustic fields is monitored by eleven evenly spaced stations distributed in
the flow direction.
Results of the first simulation are given in Figure 6. Plotted in this figure are
the V velocity c~mponent (y-component) at the eleven monitoring stations as a
function of time. The output of the first station (at the inflow boundary) is given
by the bottom curve. The output of the last station (at the outflow boundary) is
given by the top curve. It is clear by comparing the output of the first and last
station that the instability waves of the mixing layer are excited. The time history
of the velocity fluctuation at the outflow station is, however, quite irregular. So
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it is not clear whether feedback instability has been established. We remark that
similar results due to numerical feedback have been observed for incompressible
mixing layer by Buell and Huerre (1988). It is to be noted that the frequency of
oscillations is quite close to that of the instability wave of maximum growth rate
b",ed on linear ;n,tabmty wave th~
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FIGURE 6.
Time histories of the v-velocity component at the eleven monitoring
stations. No trailing edge in the simulation.

Figure 7 gives the time history of the V-velocity component at the monitoring
stations for the second simulation. This simulation includes an inviscid trailing
edge. By comparing the output at the last few stations with those in Figure 6,
it is evident that the oscillation amplitudes are much larger. In addition, the oscillations appear to be more regular, and the period of oscillation is nearly 1.5 to
2.0 times that without the trailing edge. The observed nondimensional period is
approximately equal to (U2 T /6) = 28.0 where T is the period. The expected value
based on feedback theory is 30.0. Thus, there is a good possibility that the observed
oscillations are due to feedback instability. However, because the run time is not
long enough, a firm conclusion is premature. Also, it is known that in simulations of
this kind, numerical feedback is possible. In this present case, this does not appear
to be very significant. To obtain the theoretical feedback oscillation period, the
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upstream propagating waves must travel with the speed of sound against the subsonic flow. Note that upstream stream propagating numerical error waves travel
at speeds considerately larger than the speed of sound. Further investigation is,
nevertheless, needed to ru1e out with certainty such non-physical feedback loops.
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FIGURE 7. Time histories of the v-velocity component at the eleven monitoring
stations. Inviscid trailing edge included in the simulation.

9.1 Interpretation and Conclu"ion
The results of the direct numerical simu1ation are very encouraging. Because the
run time is not long enough, a definitive statement on the existence of feedback
instability cannot be made. However, the agreement between the predicted and
observed frequency and the fairly regu1ar oscillations measured at the very downstream stations are surely favorable indications of the possible feedback instability.
Future work must extend the run time by at least a factor of two. Also, a much
longer duct in the direct numerical simu1ation appears to be very much needed.
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